Project:
Kanes Foods
Location:
Evesham

Kanes Foods, Evesham
Flooring solution for a new build fresh food factory

Owner/s:
Arla Foods UK
Applicator/Contractor:
Lasercroft
Market sector:
Industrial Flooring
Products used & amounts:
Ucrete UD200
MasterTop 1325
Sales Contact:
mike.wells@mbcc-group.com
Technical contact:
tamsin.beach@mbcc-group.com

Our reference in Evesham (United Kingdom): Kanes Foods

The background

The challenge

Kanes Foods are a leading fresh food
manufacturer, priding themselves on
providing outstanding, quality produce to the
UK market from their £30 million eco factory
in Evesham. Their engineers have had a long
relationship with Ucrete, and the high-quality
product has provided them with many years of
dependable low maintenance service. Ucrete
was, and remains a trusted partner for Kanes
Foods and the wider food and beverage
industry.

Kanes Foods required a number of functional
and durable finishes that also fitted the look of
their modern, sleek new build eco factory.
Keeping the ergonomic requirements of their
staff in mind, they also wanted a more
comfortable, aesthetic finish for communal
areas, such as changing rooms and corridors,
whilst keeping an industrial, hard wearing,
resilient floor in their factories that would take
wear, regular cleaning and traffic.
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Our solution
To provide the best environment for both food processing and
non-processing areas, two different flooring types were chosen.
Ucrete UD200 was specified for the food processing areas.
Ucrete UD200 is ideally suited to these areas as it is slip
resistant, very hard wearing and as cleanable as stainless steel,
vital for high care food processing plants like Kanes Foods.
MasterTop 1325 was specified for the communal areas.
MasterTop 1325 was chosen due to its enhanced ergonomics,
decorative hard wearing and easy to clean finish. It was ideally
suited for foot traffic, and coupled with its be crack-bridging
properties allowed seamless application to new build areas.
The customer’s benefit








Ucrete system ideal for food processing environments in
terms of both food and personnel safety
High slip resistance and ease of cleaning maintained
throughout
Rapid installation due to competent, licensed contractors
HACCP certified products used
Trusted brand materials, with full technical after-sales support
available
MasterTop 1325 provides a comfortable, aesthetic finish for
communal areas

Projects facts at a glance

 Multimillion pound new build eco factory for salad and fresh

produce processing
 New flooring system required for whole new build project,
including comfort floors for changing rooms and corridors, and
industrial flooring for processing areas.
 Both floors required to be long lasting, durable and appropriate
for their environment, Ucrete to be slip resistant, highly
chemical resistant and hygienic throughout its life, MasterTop
to be durable, comfortable underfoot and easily cleanable

Master Builders Solutions by MBCC Group
The Master Builders Solutions brand expresses MBCC Group’s
expertise in providing customized chemical solutions for new
construction, maintenance, repair and restoration of structures.
Master Builders Solutions is built on the experience gained from
more than a century in the construction industry. At the core of
the Master Builders Solutions brand is the combined know-how
and experience of a global community of construction experts,
who connect with you to solve all of your construction
challenges.
Further information is available at:
www.master-builders-solutions.com

